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three new iPhone models available in different sizes, a variety of colours, and at varying starting prices,; a brand-new 4th
generation Apple Watch. The new .... Here's everything we think we know about the iPhone coming this fall. ... the next-
generation modem would be limited to the flagship models, .... Apple unveiled the iPhone 11 on September 10 with new colors,
... Next-generation Smart HDR takes advantage of machine learning to .... Apple iPhone 12, 5G iPhone, new iPhone upgrade,
iPhone 12 release ... That said, the lack of external changes for a third generation may put .... They don't tend to leak as
comprehensively as a Samsung or Google phone - but we're gathering up everything we hear about the new iPhone .... After all,
the iPhone 11 has some great new hardware and a bevy of fun enticing colors ... Wi-Fi 6 is the next generation of wireless
networking.. The new information shows that Apple, which has been using OLED displays on their phones since iPhone X, will
take a step forward in display .... The iPhone is a line of smartphones designed and marketed by Apple Inc. All generations of
the iPhone use Apple's iOS mobile operating system software. The first-generation iPhone was released on June 29, 2007, and
multiple new .... The iPhone SE, which stands for “Special Edition” was essentially a repackaged 4-inch iPhone 5s with new
internals. But despite its popularity .... Apple is likely stick to its plans to unveil its next generation iPhone devices on a product
event in September as it did in past years although this .... We've gathered up the latest rumours concerning the iPhone 12 ... that
the iPhone 12 will have the same casing as the iPhone 11 generation, .... At 6.5 inches, the iPhone 11 Pro Max also includes the
new features, housed with a larger screen. The new iPhone 11 Pro lineup; rose gold, midnight green, white .... Apple's next-
generation iPhones are expected to introduce other major changes, such as different size options, a revamped design, and a
new .... It also has a next-generation Smart HDR. QuickTake is a new video feature that makes it easier to take videos by long-
pressing on the camera button. Video quality .... New iPhone 12: Everything we know about Apple's 2020 iPhones ... The
newest generation of iPad Pro uses USB-C, as does basically every other portable .... Details about Apple's next-generation
iPhone 12 and iPhone 12 Pro flagship phones first began leaking last year, even before the current- .... So what will the next
iPhone - the first of a new decade - bring? Is Apple going to give us a truly new iPhone instead of an incremental upgrade?. All
the latest on the anticipated next generation iPhone from technology giant Apple.. The next generation of iPhone. Get to know
iPhone 11, iPhone 11 Pro, and iPhone 11 Pro Max. Learn intuitive gestures, use your face as your password, and .... Apple's
iPhone 12 will blow away its 2020 smartphone rivals thanks to ... Update: Samsung has spilled further details about its next
generation ... 87ec45a87b 
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